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Preface

Murni Djamal

We live today in a situation of unprecedented crisis.
The crisis of the individual and the crisis of national

identity have become increasingly apparent. Political, eco-
nomic, religious, ethnic and communal misunderstandings
have taken place in various parts of the world and have fre-
quently led people to revert to violent confrontation. Kash-
mir in India, Sinkiang in China, the West Bank in Palestine,
Sri Langka, Southern Thailand, Mollucas, Poso, Sambas in
Kalimantan (Indonesia) are some examples of bloody con-
flicts where cultural clashes have occurred. The ideas of
multi-cultural dialogue have been difficult to implement; a
culture of violence has become routine. This is what we call
“the crisis from outside”.

In addition to the crisis from outside, the people of the
world have also suffered crisis from within. There has been
a wave of spiritual depression and religious scepticism, wide-
spread and devastating. Many young people have paid no
attention to religious teachings. They have violated laws,
consumed narcotics and committed suicide. They could not
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find a way out of the problems they were facing.
Other ages have certainly suffered no less than ours from

massive starvation, social upheaval and ethnic, communal,
political, economic and cultural war. The differences      be-
tween the two, i.e. our present age and past ages, might be
in the degree of destruction. The first and the second World
Wars showed us how fragile mutual trust and mutual under-
standing are, which in turn brought the people of the world
to suffer from starvation, frustration, disappointment and
death. Those two wars were horrific for all living things on
earth, not just mankind. Air and water were poisoned; vital
forests were destroyed; houses and historic buildings were
decimated; soil was irreversibly depleted; and nuclear war
cast a shadow over the globe. Whether insidious or  cata-
strophic, the end to life on earth loomed as an unthinkable
but growing possibility. People felt they had no way to es-
cape. No one wanted to imagine how destructive and  hor-
rible it would be if a third World War were to take place in
the future.

All of this has been intensified partly by the world’s
problems, that is, the problem of cultural differences and
cultural conflicts. In the past, these conflicts have led to se-
rious confrontation and war. Concerned people are working
hard to prevent another world war at the same time as trying
to minimise and avoid bitter inter-cultural and inter-religious
conflicts, which have the potential to become the roots of
the war, and, of course, damage peace and harmony. This
means that all parties concerned with global order, whether
they are world calibre politicians, national religious leaders,
university scholars of international repute, or researchers
on intercultural dialogue, should share their experiences and
expertise and offer their best solutions.

It has become obvious that no single country, single cul-
ture or single religion can overcome the world’s problems
without help from others. Too many problems are arising
and the options for solutions need to come from all parties.
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In order to discuss intercultural dialogue, to find       pos-
sible solutions and to identify some of the constraints to
achieving these objectives, the Center for Languages and
Cultures (CLC) of Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic Uni-
versity Jakarta held an International Seminar with the topic
“Inter-cultural Dialogue for New Global Equilibrium: Con-
straints and Possibilities” on October 9, 2003. The dialogue
was attended by scholars from various universities of inter-
national repute, such as Prof. Hassan Hanafi from Cairo Uni-
versity, Egypt, and Prof. K.S. Nathan from the Institute for
Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS), Singapore, along with
Ambassadors from the United States, United Kingdom, Ger-
many and Iran, and several scholars from Indonesia such as
Prof. Azyumardi Azra. All of these participants contributed
ideas and suggestions through the papers they presented.

This book, presented by the Center for Languages and
Cultures (CLC) of UIN Jakarta, is derived from papers and
discussion materials presented by the participants during the
seminar. After having discussed the topic of the Seminar of
October 9, 2003, “Inter-cultural Dialogue for New Global
Equilibrium: Constraints and Possibilities”, and compared
to the existing materials available during the Seminar, the
editors, CLC Director, KAS Representative office in Jakarta
and the Executive Committee of the Seminar felt free to
give new title to the present book “Dialogue in the World
Disorder”. The seminar itself was jointly organised by CLC
of UIN Jakarta and the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS)
Jakarta office.

Many ideas have arisen from the discussions. These
have, of course, enriched our experiences, increased our un-
derstanding of the important aspects of intercultural dialogue,
identified the roots of cultural conflicts, recognised the con-
straints and finally helped us to be more familiar with the
most possible resolutions. As a result of this seminar CLC
is convinced that there are always options to resolve con-
flicts and misunderstandings between people from different
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cultures, provided that they are eager to sit down together,
to discuss their concerns, and to find solutions. CLC is happy
to make this book available, no matter how small its contri-
bution to other intercultural dialogues in the future will be
and to the realisation of the world order.

We would like to take this opportunity to express our
sincere thanks and high appreciation to the staff of CLC
Office: Karlina Helmanita, Chaider S. Bamualim, Irfan Abu
Bakar, Dina Afrianty, Sri Hidayati, Muchtadlirin and
Abdullah Sajad who have worked very hard to make this
book ready to the readers. Our special thanks should go to
the Rector of UIN Jakarta Prof. Dr. Azyumardi Azra and
staff, and Dr. Norbert Eschborn from KAS for his financial
assistance, without which this book might not have been
published.

Jakarta, April 2004

Murni Djamal
Director of CLC
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Preface

 Norbert Eschborn

We are the leaders and we must continue to lead, [but we are]
ready to take a multilateral approach to tackle

trouble spots in the world.

U.S. President George H.W. Bush (1992)1

I mean, you know, if you want to hear resentment, just listen to
the word unilateralism. I mean, that’s resentment. If somebody

wants to try to say something ugly about us, ‘Bush is a
unilateralist, America is unilateral.’ You know, which I find
amusing. […] Well, we’re never going to get people all in

agreement about force and use of force.

U.S. President George W. Bush (2002)2

Since the late 1980s in particular, world history has been
full of developments that are both significant and far

reaching in their implications for the future of mankind.
What was a typical gray, cold and almost depressing

autumn day in Germany turned out to be the starting point
for widespread and far reaching hope, not only for Germans
but also for many people in Central Europe and the rest of
the world: on November 9, 1989 the fall of the Berlin Wall
and the subsequent collapse of the dictatorial regimes be-
yond the infamous “Iron Curtain” appeared to be the begin-
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ning of a new period of peace and security at the end of the
20th century.

What was a typical, warm, almost inspiring late sum-
mer day with blue sky in the United States of America turned
out to be the starting point for widespread and deep reach-
ing fear, not only among Americans, but also among many
people in the so-called Western world and in developing
countries: September 11, 2001 with the terrorist attacks on
New York City and Washington, D.C. appeared to be the
beginning of a new period of violence and war at the dawn
of the 21st century.

September 11 and its aftermath has exposed the under-
lying conflicts in relations between the Islamic world and
the West. The existing differences have been highlighted
and exacerbated, while new ones have emerged as a result
of the U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq. However, while
security issues are involved, so are issues of identity, cul-
ture, religion and economy. Therefore, military solutions
have limited effects.

This appears to be all the more true in light of the latest
research conducted by the Pew Research Institute in      Wash-
ington, D.C. in 2003. The extensive study examines atti-
tudes of the populations in 44 Arabic and Muslim countries
and covers subjects such as globalisation, democratisation
and the role of Islam in politics and society. Despite the fact
that, in general, Western values like de-mocracy, freedom
of speech and human rights are highly regarded among Mus-
lim and Arabic populations, attempts by the United States
of America to establish these values in Muslim countries
are being viewed extremely critically. The study expresses a
negative trend: in the past an unfavourable perception of
the United States was limited to the countries of the Middle
East but has spread to the whole Muslim world within the
last two years. In Indonesia, where in 2001      almost 61 per
cent of the population still had a positive  opinion on the
US, this share has since dropped to 15 per cent. Further-
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more, US foreign policy, according to the Pew Research
Institute, is increasingly being perceived by Muslim coun-
tries as threatening: in Indonesia alone, almost 75 per cent
of the respondents were either “very” or “somewhat” con-
cerned about a military threat by the United States.

When identities sharply diverge, as they do between the
Muslim world and the West, diplomacy faces a serious
dilemma. The tensions between the two can only be resolved
through economic development, political reform and cul-
tural dialogue. Dialogues must happen more often, and in-
clude more and more perspectives. They serve several use-
ful purposes. Wars of words can sometimes help delay or
even render unnecessary wars of guns. Familiarity with the
other’s fears and aspirations will help modulate one’s own
position. While dialogues are most productive in an atmo-
sphere of mutual trust and mutual willingness to compro-
mise, they can also help identify core political issues and
develop understanding. In an era when misunderstanding
and faulty intelligence can have devastating effects, dia-
logues can go a long way.

Because the future of the two civilisations is inseparable,
any clash will be devastating to both. A clash between Is-
lam and the modern West would be like a collision between
the present and the future for both. Islam is integral to the
future of the West and Islamic civilisation’s reserve toward
modernity is on shaky ground. Eventually, the Muslim world
will have to modernise, democratise, and recognise that its
future, too, is interdependent. Neither the West nor the Mus-
lim world can imagine a mutually exclusive future.

Clearly, the long-term benefits of cooperation and co-
existence are apparent to all except those who are quite in-
sensitive and whose reason and good will are blunted by
their hatred for the other: they seek a future for the one with-
out the other. Sadly enough, the despicable terrorist attacks
of March 11, 2004 in Madrid are still a fresh memory as this
book goes to press.
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 In contrast, dialogues between the two civilisations help
convince the undecided on both sides that there is hope and
the conflict is not inevitable. Through the dialogue itself,
one can convince the other that not all interests are sacred
and not all positions are etched in stone. With a little more
understanding, patience, and a willingness to recognise the
legitimate concerns of the other, along with some compro-
mise and much restraint, dialogues can bridge even the widest
of divides. For those who believe in a common humanity,
dialogues are necessary and the only means to resolve dis-
agreements and disputes.

This book presents the proceedings of an International
Seminar on “Inter-Cultural Dialogue for a New Global Equi-
librium: Constraints and Possibilities”, conducted in       co-
operation between Center for Languages and Cultures (CLC)
of Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic University (UIN) Jakarta
and the Konrad -Adenauer- Stiftung (KAS) on   October 9,
2003 in Jakarta. It was the third event in a series of high-
profile International Seminars on topics of inter-cultural and
inter-religious interest, organised jointly by CLC and KAS
since 2001. Once again, high-ranking political representa-
tives, diplomats and academics gathered in Jakarta in order
to discuss how, despite the tragedies brought upon mankind
by blind fanaticism and terrorism since the beginning of the
21st century, all peace loving nations can prevent the seeds
of terror from spreading. KAS is indebted, therefore, to all
speakers at the seminar and authors of articles presented in
this publication who were unable to come to Jakarta in Oc-
tober 2003.

The ongoing partnership between the co-publishers of
this book, KAS and UIN, in particular the Center for      Lan-
guages and Cultures (CLC), has been an especially produc-
tive and successful one. It serves as a model for what can be
achieved if like-minded people determined to initiate aca-
demic exchange (and sometimes even academic controversy
for the sake of intellectual dynamics), join forces and con-
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vince their respective clientele that cross-cultural and inter-
religious efforts can often lead to results impossible to
achieve alone.

KAS, therefore, is once again very grateful for the per-
sonal dedication of several members of CLC: their commit-
ment proved crucial for this project to be finalised. The
Foundation’s sincere thanks go to Drs. Murni Djamal, M.A.,
Director of the CLC, for his continued inspiration with which
he accompanied this project. Karlina Helmanita worked tire-
lessly as an efficient project manager; together with Irfan
Abubakar and Dina Afrianty they formed a competent team
of editors. Chaider S. Bamualim and Abdullah Sajad took
care of proof reading and layout tasks. Sri Hidayati and
Muchtadlirin made sure that the publication process was
handled smoothly. This book is their personal achievement.

Finally, I would like to express my profound gratitude
to the staff of the KAS office Indonesia: Lia Yulianingrum,
Evy Kurniawati, Amalia R. Satochid and Sarah Sabina
Hasbar. It is only through their skills, hard work and admi-
rable character that the contribution of KAS to inter-cul-
tural dialogue in Indonesia and beyond has become so spe-
cial.

Jakarta, March 2004

Norbert Eschborn
Representative to Indonesia
Konrad -Adenauer- Stiftung (KAS)

Notes
1As quoted in Jörn Dosch, Die Herausforderung des
Multilateralismus: Amerikanische Asien-Pazifik Politik nach dem
Kalten Krieg [The Challenge of Multilateralism. American Asia
Pacific Policy after the Cold War] (Baden-Baden: Nomos, 2002),
p. 20.
2As quoted in Bob Woodward, Bush at War (London: Pocket
Books, 2003), p. 341.
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As we write the editorial for this book we are witnessing
violence by countries and by extremist groups who have

overstepped the borders of tolerance; “disorder” is an ex-
pression constantly uttered in order to paint a picture of the
state of the world in which we are currently living. The
Israeli government intentionally killed the Palestinian Hamas
leader Shaikh Yassin and Rantissi, and almost the whole
world denounced these violent actions, in much the same
way that they have condemned the despicable actions by
terrorist groups in a number of tragic events since Septem-
ber 11, including the Bali tragedy, the Marriott Hotel bomb-
ing, the suicide bombers in Spain and terrorism in other
places.

The use of “hard power” rather than “soft power” by
superpowers reached a worrying momentum when the
United States and their allies invaded Iraq, with disregard
for the principles of multilateralism and for the United Na-
tions (UN). The logic of power carried out in Iraq is ex-
tremely difficult to accept, as the use of violence, as has
already been seen, only generates further violence and in
turn strengthens the culture of violence that we must endure

Editorial
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together. The power of logic sees this war perpetuating re-
sentment and it is fertile land for the growth of radicalism
amongst youth, in the name of an ideology that legitimises
the use of violent methods. At the same time as a number of
countries are in the process of development, such as
Southeast Asia, which is in the middle of consolidating de-
mocracy in each area, and the war on terror has become an
agenda that demands priority. Failure to control these prob-
lems is considered dangerous for the future of democracy
and could see the disappearance guaranteed safety in this
region.

This book is a record of a dialogue between culture and
civilisation in this worrying worldwide condition. It is a re-
flection on the threats to the fragile balance in the world,
caused by the use of unilateral action in dealing with the
global political crises and a culture of using violence and
terror to weaken the morals of people, so that they may sub-
mit to the extremist ideology. Dialogue is a process that must
be continued, particularly in the current global situation.
Most importantly, dialogue requires the willingness of one
side to listen to the opinions and points of view of another
side, which may not be in line with their own interests. Ide-
ally dialogue will produce something concrete that can bring
all the actors together in order to move towards similar per-
ceptions and see the integration of resolve to overcome the
problems that we are facing together. However, if this target
cannot be reached, then at least there can be dialogue where
the different sides sit down together to listen to each other
and try to convince the other side in a well mannered and
respectful manner. The assurance of the agenda, targets and
methods in the dialogue is important for guaranteeing maxi-
mum results, along with avoiding the impression of it being
only ceremonial and superficial. However, whatever the re-
sult, dialogue is still far better than employing violent means.

This book also reflects upon the dialogue between    per-
spectives that are perhaps different in practice and theory,
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that represent different experiences and understandings and
likewise present current international issues. This formed
the basis of the integration of the dialogue participants,
between ambassadors (including the Ambassadors from the
US, England, Iran, Germany and Canada), along with ex-
perts and academics of international repute in several re-
lated disciplines. The themes and approaches of the writers
of this book include theology, phenomenology, culture, his-
tory and international politics. Based on priority and
relevance, three general themes have been chosen to repre-
sent the problems in the world at the moment. First, the
issue of multilateralism as a guiding principle for the future
of Global Order; second, the problems of the globalisation
of culture and the strengthening of local identity, which may
use terrorism as a weapon of resistance; and third, the
challenge of reinforcing democratic culture, pluralism, and
non-violence in newly consolidated democratic countries,
where Muslim nations become a point of analysis.

In the introduction to this book, Nurcholish Madjid ex-
plains the importance of a balance of power within the glo-
bal political setup. The creation of a balance of power,    ac-
cording to him, is an important part of the moral duty of
humanity and, in the perspective of Islam, constitutes a fun-
damental expression of religiousness: balance is how God
saves the world from the damage caused by despotism and
tyranny by one group towards another. The application of
the principles of social and economic justice,
multiculturalism, multireligiousity and democratic values can
certainly strongly support global balance.

At the level of praxis, global balance as a basis for a
good world order demands a commitment to multilateralism
from every country in order to have legitimacy and legality
when using power for the resolution of international politi-
cal disputes. However, the issue of multilateral power de-
pends on the existence of the UN, which at the moment is
facing questions about its relevance as a credible multilat-
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eral organisation. Makmur Widodo cites UN Secretary Gen-
eral Koffi Anan looking at the urgency of reforming the
institutional processes of the UN. However, there is an aware-
ness that these ideas are not going to hold power without
the involvement and commitment of the US, which has veto
rights in the Security Council. As a result, the established
leadership qualities of the US must be acknowledged and in
this context appeals to the US’s need to implement “soft
power” are highly relevant, as this will possibly attract more
support for the US’s foreign policy agenda.

Has the US really abandoned multilateralism? US Am-
bassador to Indonesia, Ralph L. Boyce, rejects this opinion
and explains that the US currently cooperates and will con-
tinue to cooperate with other countries in efforts to bring
the world into a better and safer state of being, both through
working with like-minded countries and through multilat-
eral organisations like the UN. This assumes that whatever
the opinion of multilateralism in the eyes of the Bush gov-
ernment, there is no choice other than participation from a
number of sides in responding to international issues of in-
terest of the US. Several international political experts, such
as Makmur Keliat, are inclined to consider that the Ameri-
can war in Iraq demonstrates a shift in US foreign policy
from diplomacy with soft power to the use of hard power;
the shift from the paradigm of Roosevelt to the Wilsonian
paradigm further emphasises the moral standards of the US.
Consequentially, if this shift eventuates, the paradigm of the
UN in terms of international relations must transform from
being based on state to being based on people, since it is the
people who will directly feel the results of international po-
litical processes. Borrowing from Hassan Hanafi, “The dec-
laration of universal human rights is to be completed by
another declaration of a Universal Declaration of People’s
Rights for self-determination.”

The dichotomy between multilateralism and
unilateralism is not just a problem of the international po-
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litical structure, including the UN, but deeper still is the
problem of a culture that is based in a world view in conflict
with World Order. According to Hassan Hanafi, in the con-
text of culture, multilateralism represents liberalism, free-
dom of thought, dialogue and mutual respect, whilst
unilateralism leans towards conservatism, censorship and
orthodoxy and at the absolute level can breed fanaticism
and violence. As long as cultural multilateralism and inter-
cultural multilateralism do not truly develop, then the world
will witness the domination of unilateralism, even though
theoretically multilateralism is still more highly valued.

Both Hassan Hanafi and Bassam Tibi stress the impor-
tance of the Muslim community developing a culture of
openness and pluralism, which has been demonstrated by
classical Islamic traditions, and to accept difference and di-
versity both within Islamic culture and between Islam and
other cultures, particularly Western civilisation. In this con-
text, it is interesting to observe Andreas Jacobs’ criticism
towards intercultural dialogue between the West and Islam
in the case of Germany. He argues that the cultural exchange
of this kind is nonsense if those carrying out the dialogue
fail to demonstrate an attitude that supports the creation of
dialogue that is constructive, where freedom must be the
basis of dialogue. An honest attitude is needed for self-criti-
cism, compared with apology and accusation, because dia-
logue with this kind of attitude is reaffirming differences
rather than building bridges. Problems based on intercul-
tural exchange are not dialogues between beliefs but rather
dialogue between beliefs and modernity. In the context of
Islam, according to Jacobs, the key lies in the efforts of Is-
lamic intellectuals finding the authentic road to modernity.

The fragile relationship between Islamic culture and mo-
dernity is closely linked with the Muslim response towards
the modern culture of globalisation. Is the issue of world
terrorism in the name of Islam able to be explained as a part
of the strengthening of Islamic identity in the face of a mod-
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ern globalism that has un-Islamic values? According to K.S.
Nathan, globalisation has uneven impacts on the world’s
community, which is made up of many varieties of local
culture. For those prepared with all the prerequisites for a
relationship with globalisation there will be a positive ac-
ceptance of globalisation, as something conducive to the
improvement of their economic conditions, whilst for those
who are not ready, globalisation may be viewed negatively
and as a threat to their identity. The emergence of Islamic
extremists can be said to be a product of the globalisation of
culture and religion. The failure of secular regimes in coun-
tries of a Muslim majority to overcome imbalances in the
economy, poverty and corruption, the lack of power of the
Islamic world compared with the industrialised, capitalist
and secular Western world, along with the difference in
power that materialises in various international political
fronts, creates feelings of alienation for radical Muslim
groups in a unipolar world. It may be that these all impact
upon the violent steps in the name of Islam, taken by people
like Osama bin Laden, as weapons of resistance.

Randolph Mank (Canadian Ambassador to Indonesia),
although he sees the thread of the cultural argument to ex-
plain the phenomena of terrorism reflecting Huntington’s
thesis of the “clash of civilisations”, points out that the com-
plexity of problems behind the symptoms of world terror-
ism are strongly linked with a world environment that is
dominated by economic imbalance, undemocratic culture,
along with a lack of transparent and accountable govern-
ments. Richard Gozney (former English Ambassador to In-
donesia) observes that a just resolution of political disputes
caused by the annexation of land can decrease the emer-
gence of violent actions as an impact of the intensification
of local identity, as is the case in Palestine and Northern
Ireland.

Globalisation certainly must be seen positively, not as a
project of the West but rather as a necessity caused by the
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global technological and communication revolution that has
globalised the way we perceive world order and global in-
terdependence. K.S. Nathan observes the importance of a
comprehensive and solid approach towards threats of glo-
bal terror, by overcoming more basic issues such as threats
to human security. To achieve this there needs to be a
strengthening of multilateral cooperation at all levels, in-
cluding at the regional level, not only in the field of mili-
tary, but also in areas of economy, society, politics and dip-
lomatic strategy. Then it is hoped that harmony between lo-
cal, national, regional and global identity can be created in
the framework of a peaceful and just world order.

For the governments and politicians of newly consoli-
dated democratic countries, such as South-East Asia, a net-
work of forums and multilateral organisation like ASEAN
can hopefully play a role in changing the unilateral struc-
ture of international relations that had existed since the Cold
War era. However, as shown by Jorn Dosch, multilateral
organisations like ASEAN, alongside several regional
achievements, have not yet maximised the concrete actions
that are needed to carry out projects that they have already
announced. However, interrelations between the rapidly
changing challenges of globalisation and processes of
democratisation in this region have altered the perceptions
and responses of these countries towards global challenges.
Clearly their way of defining current global security has al-
ready been broadened from a definition that sees security as
hard security, military security, to a liberal definition that
sees security as embracing humanity, economy and living
conditions.

Whilst currently democracy is considered to be a global
phenomenon, countries with a majority Muslim population
still must face many challenges in order to realise a genuine
political democracy that is supported by pluralism and good
governance. Bassam Tibi, Shaban Shahidi Moaddab (Ira-
nian Ambassador to Indonesia), along with Azyumardi Azra,
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all observe that the main challenges being faced by Muslim
countries are the creation of good governance and the imple-
mentation of democracy. Moaddab, for example, acknowl-
edges that regimes in Muslim countries often carry out hu-
man rights violations and practice unclean governance, with
the result that there are impacts in terms of economic in-
equality and poverty for the Muslim community.

Azra and Tibi in particular both see that the challenges
to democracy in Muslim states are located in the relative
lack of a democratic culture and the weakness of institu-
tions that support democracy and pluralism. In the case of
Iraq, for example, Tibi observes that the strength of ethnic
cultures makes it difficult to introduce democracy, plural-
ism and its related institutions, which in turn become a con-
straint for the creation of good governance. In the case of
Indonesia, Azra observes, alongside the fragility of socio-
economic infrastructure, challenges to democracy rest in the
arbitrary and violent culture of corruption, patrimonialism,
cronism, nepotism and a culture of blind loyalty towards
charismatic leaders; along with the weakness of civil soci-
ety, as a result of dependence on the government or
cooptation by the state.

Symptoms of the emergence of a political Islam that sup-
ports shari’ah and an Islamic state, the use of traditional
political concepts like bugha>t (dissension), ji>ha>d, and bai’a
(oath of loyalty), along with the emergence of radical Is-
lamic groups on Indonesia’s political stage, all of these may
be threats to the future of democracy in Indonesia. How-
ever, Azra is convinced that it would be difficult to imple-
ment an Islamic state in Indonesia, due to the fact that Mus-
lim political concepts are not singular, but varied and de-
pendent on the situation, borrowing from Hefner, “in com-
petition with each other”.

Both Azra and Tibi agree on the importance of develop-
ing an authentic concept and culture of democracy using
what Tibi calls “civil Islam” and what Azra calls “ substan-
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tive politics”, namely the adoption of universal Islamic
values, such as al-musa >wa (equality), al-‘ada>la (justice),
shu >ra (deliberation), and tasa>muh (tolerance), as well as
Islamic ethics in contemporary political concepts and sys-
tems. This aims to decrease opposition to democracy, which
has secular values. Tibi argues that democratisation cannot
be carried out by a Western order, but must be directed with
a good understanding of the conditions of culturally varied
Islamic countries, and must include the reinforcement of
institutions for good governance. Democratic pluralism,
according to Tibi, requires the application of the principles
of religious freedom and power sharing to protect and ac-
commodate the interest of religious and ethnic minorities at
both the local and regional levels.
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The Theology of World Equilibrium
for the Balance of Power

Nurcholish Madjid

The concept of equilibrium lies in both philosophical
and religious points of view. Greek philosophers de-

fined cosmos or the universe as the opposite of chaos and
implies equilibrium and order. From an Islamic point of view,
equilibrium (mi>za>n) is believed to be the order of the Lord
or the law of balance created by God, which holds sway
over the whole universe. This cosmological idea is tied
strongly to the principles of human responsibility and obli-
gation to establish pillars of justice and righteousness. Jus-
tice, as the manifestation of balance, serves as the cosmic
law, while injustice, which is the violation of the law, is
counted as the cosmic sin.

The law of balance is further correlated with the prin-
ciple of the balance of power, in which the earth and human
legacies, including religious institutions, can avoid further
devastation. Human civilisations therefore can only be sus-
tained through the presence of a social order that is grounded
in the principle of the balance of power.1

Introduction
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As a student of Islam I am very interested in what is said
in the Qur’an when David was successful in defending
Jerusalem from the opponents of God (ka>firu>n), when he
killed Goliath. The story closes with a divine statement that
translates into English as “And did not Allah check one set
of people by means of another, the earth would indeed be
full of mischief: But Allah is full of bounty to all the worlds”.2

So, what keeps the world in order is the presence of a
balance of power and God checking one set of people against
another. It was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad that he
was permitted to wage a war and the goal of this war,      ac-
cording to His divine instruction, was to maintain religious
institutions and religious freedom. At the end of the series
of verses in the Qur’an that declare the Prophet’s permis-
sion to wage the war, it says:

Did not Allah check one set of people by means of another,
there would surely have been pulled down monasteries,
churches, synagogues, and mosques, in which the name of
Allah is commemorated in abundant measure. Allah will
certainly aid those who aid his (cause); for verily Allah is
full of Strength, Exalted in Might (able to enforce His
Will).3

Unfortunately, some Muslims forget that the goal of war
in Islam is to protect these religious institutions from de-
struction and to maintain religious freedom, which includes
the modern concepts of multiculturalism or multi-
religiousity. The Qur’an wants the world to support
multiculturalism and multi-religiousity. It says that God will
certainly help people who assist His maintenance of reli-
gious institutions, and that God is full of thanks to whom-
ever maintains religious freedom.

On these grounds, it is essential to support the idea of
promoting religious freedom, as included in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the International
Covenants on Human Rights. Inherent in this Declaration is
the conviction that freedom of religion and belief should
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contribute to the attainment of world peace, social justice
and friendship among peoples and to the elimination of
ideologies or practices of colonialism and racial discrimina-
tion. But at the same time, religious freedom should be in
line with the purposes and principles of the Declaration
itself.

Balance of Power Politics
The concept of equilibrium has been depicted in many

political theories, the classical one being Hans Morgenthau’s
“Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and
Peace”.4 Morgenthau talks about the “balance of power poli-
tics” to maintain the world order. The “balance of power
politics”, according to him, is a necessity in order to keep
world peace and universal equilibrium. This book is some-
times considered to be obsolete, but now I think it is once
again becoming relevant, because we are now facing the
same problems.

Hans Morgenthau maintains that “balance of power” re-
fers to the ways in which power is shared equally by a group
of countries. Since the most direct and fundamental goal of
foreign policy is to acquire power, a policy of a “balance of
power” is the only thing that could prevent powerful coun-
tries from becoming too strong and threatening others’ exis-
tence and independence. Morgenthau also points out that a
group of countries hoping to maintain or break the status
quo would eventually come to the structure of a “balance of
power” and would adopt the necessary policies to sustain
such a structure.5

Today we are safe from nuclear destruction. The threat
of nuclear destruction has in the past brought about
messiahnistic hopes and thoughts among particular religious
cults, which at times endangered human security. In 1977
there was a cult in America called the “People’s Temple”,
led by Jim Jones, who believed he was the reincarnation of
Lenin and Christ and who predicted that the world would
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be destroyed by atomic war. Accordingly, one of the rituals
of the cult was to build atomic shelters in the Nevada desert,
but the followers of the cult then, committed suicide in In-
diana.

We are safe from the threat of nuclear destruction only
because of the balance between America and Russia in their
ability to develop nuclear bombs. Because both super     pow-
ers were afraid of using these weapons of mass-killing we
were safe. In a theological framework, this is a blessing of
God and God’s Law (sunnatulla>h). Recent events unfortu-
nately produced a kind of challenge to this equilibrium when
the Iraq war took place. This war is clearly very hard to
explain because the very reason for waging remains un-
proven, a fact not officially admitted by President Bush and
the British government.

This is what drives us to rethink the new equilibrium in
the world. It is very hard to understand the reasons behind
the Iraq war. The toppling of Saddam Hussein can perhaps
be justified, because he was a despotic leader who punished
those who followed different schools of thought, such as
the Shi’ites. Nevertheless, there is still the question of how
to justify interference by another country. Great Britain, Aus-
tralia and other countries supportive of the Iraq war have
begun to distance themselves, which means that we face
that the danger of America being the sole super power.

New Equilibrium and the Struggle for
Democratic Values

It is a simple and common concept in politics that power
tends to corrupt and absolute power tends to corrupt abso-
lutely. It is for this reason that we need balance, but the
balance of power politics at a global level can no longer be
based on ideological agitation, soley. This new balance and
new equilibrium in the world should be based upon demo-
cratic values.
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We have to strive for democracy in the world as we strive
for democracy in national states. In democracy there is no
absolutism, there is no room for those who claim to be the
only leader, the only holder of truth, which will lead to an
uncompromising attitude. There should be room for com-
promise, but it must be based on compromise, not on op-
portunism. In democracy there must be a mechanism that
ensures that it is an open system for all participants. It is
therefore absolutely a mistake to leave such a mechanism to
willingness or prudence, whatever eagerness and prudence
this may be.6 Another important feature in democracy is a
mechanism of balance. This is because social systems can
only be democratic if every group in society is given equal
opportunity to participate. There should be no room for any
side to dominate and take control. A check and balance
mechanism, as argued by Alexis de Tocqueville, prevented
tyranny.7

Efforts towards creating a new world equilibrium should
be based on democratic values, not on ideological divides,
nor on national divides, nor on state divides. It was interest-
ing to see that Americans also took part in the opposition
towards the Iraqi war. The demonstrations against the Iraqi
war in Washington, New York and Saint Francisco were
also elements of the balancing of power. This kind of
balancing should be peaceful and harmonious. We need to
establish global cooperation that transcends national bor-
ders and state interests.

One of the requirements for establishing the new equi-
librium is social and economic justice. If we consider that
Indonesia is a large and rich country, we will be shocked by
the fact that majority of its people still live below the
poverty line. Unequal distribution of the economic cake has
led to deep and continuing crisis in places such as Aceh and
Papua. Aceh is one of the provinces that contributes to the
national wealth, but it receives too little in return. I think the
world equilibrium should also be based on social and eco-
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nomic justice. Fortunately various efforts have been made,
such as the one by Franklin Roosevelt when he had the idea
of establishing thr IMF and the World Bank as organisations
to finance rebuilding after the Second World War, follow-
ing the example of the Marshall Plan. There has been a de-
viation in the practices from what is written in the global
agreement, but I think that if concern is strong enough, these
world institutions will return to the idea nurtured by Franklin
Roosevelt. If this were to happen we would see the world in
a new equilibrium.

In connection to this, I think that there should be a kind
of affirmative action from the side of the first world towards
the third world, similar to the affirmative action policy in
America for the deprived and for African Americans.
America has the most experience in this respect because of
the division along resource and regional lines. Each of the
many cultures that make up the American nation is allowed
to maintain its self-identity and receives relative autonomy.
The idea of multiculturalism is reflected in the school text-
books on American history in which African Americans,
Asians and Native Americans are included and minorities
are treated with dignity. This has been developed through
training and education, involving a number of university
departments concerned with multiculturalism.

Therefore, it seems to me that constraints exist, but pos-
sibilities are also there, as it was during this period that hu-
man rights, as set out in the Universal Declaration of Hu-
man Rights, became the guiding principle in the world. Equi-
librium can be defined as difference but also as coopera-
tion, just like the two wings of a bird. There is a left wing
and a right one and the bird can fly only because of co-
operation between the two wings.

We are all different and we cannot change the position
of the two wings. Thus, we have to accept the fact that we
have differences, we have to accept plurality and promote
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pluralism. Plurality is very positive, because through it there
is a possibility of enriching cultural achievements through
cross-cultural sharing. Pluralism however, cannot be lim-
ited to the concept of “many” in the sense of fragmentation.
Neither can it be understood simply as keeping fanaticism
at bay. Rather it should be understood in terms of the neces-
sity to shape diversity into bonds of civility, in which there
is strong mutual understanding and positive thinking. Plu-
ralism should moreover be understood as a necessity for
human salvation, particularly the check and balance mecha-
nism that it produces.8

It is hard to deny that until recently there has not been a
single Muslim nation, except possibly Turkey, whose social
and political system has been entirely shaped in this way.
Muslims have never made efforts to realise ideas of tole-
rance and pluralism, as understood and practiced by
modern Western nations. It is a matter of fact that the issue
of Islam vis à vis pluralism reflects Muslims’ problem of
how to adapt to the modern world. It involves the issue of
how they perceive Islamic history, and the necessity of bring-
ing normative and universal Islamic values into dialogue
with the reality of space and time.9

Despite the undoubted differences between the past and
present social and physiological contexts, Muslims living
in this modern era should reconstruct various past experi-
ences and practices. It would be paradoxical if the ideas of
tolerance and pluralism in classic Islam have faded, pre-
cisely at a time when they are needed in order to support
increasing global human interaction.

In the context of Indonesian society, pluralism is indeed
a social reality, as reflected by the long-standing co-exist-
ence of different ethnicities and religions in this country.
However, it remains a passive consciousness of social di-
versity and there has not yet been an active effort to main-
tain and nurture the positive side of diversity, which can
contribute to the nation-building process. It follows that if
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they are truly committed to a democratic way of life, Indo-
nesian people should dedicate themselves to maintaining
the existing bonds of plurality and developing them as a
meeting point for shared national objectives.

The new equilibrium should be based upon ideas of plu-
ralism and religious freedom. Again, the principles of
multiculturalism, multi-religiousity, harmony, and coopera-
tion between opposites are just like the wings of a bird. In
thinking about equilibrium, let us remember that according
to the Holy Book, equilibrium is the way God saves the
world.

Notes
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